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ABSTRACT toolkit: 1) traditional machine learning techniques,
2) the purely statistical system, and 3) expert systems.

Analyzing vast quantities of data from diverse informa-

tion sources is an increasingly important element for MOTIVATION
nonproliferation and arms control analysis. Much of
the work in this area has used human analysts to assim- Iraq appears to have been on the verge of obtaining a
ilate, integrate, and interpret complex information nuclear capability long before we were aware of this
gathered from various sources. With the advent of fast danger. If the data were there ali along, how could we
computers, we now have the capability to automate miss this logical conclusion? One possibility is that it is
this process thereby shifting this burden away from extremely difficult for a human analyst to assimilate
humans. In addition, there now exist huge data storage and interpret voluminous amounts of data. In the past
capabilities which have made it possible to formulate few decades, it has become routine to use computer
large integrated databases comprising many terabytes hardware and software to speed calculatio,as and sim-
of information spanning a variety of subjects. We are plify many tedious tasks. However, most of the soft-
.currendy designing a Software Toolkit for Analysis ware written to perform these tasks began as special-
Research (STAR) to address these issues..The goal of purpose programs and were expensive to build and dif-
STAR is to produce a research tool that facilitates the ficult to modify. STAR 1 is an attempt to bring computa-
development and interchange of algorithms for locat- tional power to the analysts aid by providing a toolkit
ing phenomena of interest to nonproliferation and arms of generic software functions that can be built _d
control experts. One major component deals with the maintained as relatively simple and independent mod-
preparation of information. The ability to manage and ules. As our expertise in software development has

effectively transform raw data into a meaningful form improved in the past decade, we have come to under-
is a prerequisite for analysis by any methodology, stand that the "toolkit" approach will be the most effec-
The relevant information to be analyzed can be either tive one for such a large and diverse problem.
unstructured text (e.g. journal articles), structured data,
signals, or images. Text can be numerical and/or char- Today nonproliferation and arms control experts
acter, stored in raw data files, databases, streams of should be able to analyze on-line data sources with a
bytes, or compressed into bits in formats ranging from variety of state-of-the-art machine learning techniques
fixed, to character-delimited, to a count followed by to determine which ones are most effective. Although
content. The data can be analyzed in real-time or batch research in this area is ongoing, the analysis of very
mode. Once the data are preprocessed, different analy- large data sets is severely limited because of the sheer
sis techniques can be applied. Some are built using manpower needed to solve the many problems specific
expert knowledge. Others are trained using data col- to each new data set. STAR addresses these issues by
lected over a period of time. Currently, we are consid- providing modules to preprocess incoming data and
ering three classes of analyzers for use in our software select the information that is the most useful to a par-

ticular application. Other components of STAR will
*This work is supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, analyze data, using various analysis methodologies, to

Office of Arms Control and Nonproliferation. uncover items of significance, whereas others will
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assess the effectiveness of these methodologies. Some lt is unlikely that any single transaction, or collectionp

methodologies will be built using expert knowledge, of transactions, could be generated by only one unique
and others will be trained using data collected over a process. That is, a given transaction may have a small

-. • period of time. Analysts will be able use this toolkit to probability of being generated by process P and a large
locate errors, detect anomalies, match pauerns, fred probability of being generated by process Q. Hence the
evidence of nonconformance, make predictions, rank problem of classification becomes a probabilistic prob-
events, and perform various forms of classification, lem of determining which process most likely gener-

ated a particular transaction.
STATEMENT OF PROBLEM

Previous work by the principal investigators has led to
Our primary goal is to produce a research tool that the construction of several prototype and experimental
facilitates the development and interchange ofalgo- analysis systems. The prototype systems have been
rithmsfor locating phenomena of interest in large tested against real as well as simulated data. The exper-
quantities of data. Although our goal is to provide a imental systems have been particularly useful in guid-
toolkit for analysis, effective analysis is not simply the ing the theoretical formulation and analysis of data
result of applying the best analysis methodology for a transformation heuristics and in assessing the sensitiv-
given problem domain. Rather, it depends upon numer- ity of our results to changes in model assumptions.
ous areas that are research topics in their own right. A Some of the specific tasks of the proposed research are
few examples of these research topics are the develop- the following: generalize our performance measures
ment of techniques for classification when samples of and limits to be applicable to a wider range of problem
one or more categories are limited or unavailable, domains; explore machine learning techniques that
development of ways to objectively measure the effec- have not been applied to a specific problem to deter-
tiveness of various analysis methodologies and other mine whether or not they may be applicable; specify
algorithms, construction of a single set of integrated and implement a framework for integrating expert sys-
methodologies that is applicable for a wide range of terns, machine learning techniques, and a purely statis-
applications, and beuer use of samples from an event tical analysis methodology; and develop and imple-
space where the number of unique samples explodes ment appropriate criteria for assessing the effectiveness
due to extraneous information, of the analysis methodologies.

ANALYSIS FRAMEWORK FUNCTIONAL COMPONENTS

Statistical modeling continues to provide one of the The following subsections provide high-level descrip-
cornerstones for our research, providing a framework tions of the principal functional components of STAR.
in which we can evaluate the effectiveness of a system

utilizing multiple component methodologies. Our pre- Information Preparation
vious research in intrusion detection is unique in that
it is grounded in a precise mathematical formulation This functional component of STAR will take raw data
of the problem.2 In particular, our work has focused as input and will produce a set of features* as output
on specifying effectiveness measures, developing test- that will be used by ali remaining STAR components.
ing procedures, deriving limits to detectability, and Some of the raw data will be passed through, virtually
attempting to develop and justify heuristics in terms untouched, while other data will undergo numerous
of a coherent mathematical model. These results will and/or complex transformations. We will be able to
be generalized to be applicable to the problem of non- handle multiple data som'ces (streams) simultaneously.
proliferation. In the simplest case, ali data would reside in a text file

stored on a disk on a workstation. However, the pro-
Much of the proposed research is built on our mathe- posed software would be created to handle various
matical formulation that considers the data to be ana- types of data including (1) n data streams, each one
lyzed as generated by one or more stochastic processes, from a different host computer or database, (2) mes-
Applying this framework to nonproliferation, we can sages from a local area network that arrive in near real
classify processes at the coarsest level as those that are time via a software communications link, and (3) data
normal and those that demonstrate characteristics of stored in a compressed file that must be downloaded
proliferation. Ideally, the analysis system would deter- from another machine.
mine which process generated any given transaction or
collection of transactions. Unfortunately, such a lofty *Afeature is a characteristicof an object.For instance,color
goal is virtually unattainable becau_ competing sto- is a fear.areof theobjecthair takingvaluesof red,brown,and
chastic processes often generate identical transactions, blonde.



, The preparation of information is a critical component For a given system, it is likely that numerous features

of STAR. The ability to manage and effectively trans- may be analyzed to determine the process that is most
form raw data into meaningful features is a prerequisite likely generating a flow of data. We accumulate a list of

"" ' for analysis by any methodology, regardless of the features that we feel may help to predict the type of
problem domain. The relevant information to be ana- activity to which transactions correspond. The choice
lyzed can be unstructured text (for example, journal of these features can dramatically influence both the
articles), structured data, signals, and images. It can be effectiveness of the analyzer and the time it takes the
in numerical or character format or both. It can be analyzer to make decisions. The most important reason
stored in raw data files, databases, and streams of bytes to choose a particular feature is because that feature

or bits. The data may be compressed. In addition, the helps to discriminate between various processes. For a
formats for the data can vary; for example, the data nonproliferation application that analyzes satellite data,
may have a fixed format (e.g., a 4-character field for a good feature would characterize reactor power levels
the date), a character-delimited format (e.g., the title of from thermal images of reactor cooling ponds.

a book enclosed in quotes), a counted data format (e.g.,
a message preceded by an integer specifying how long Analysis Methodologies
the message is), or a padded data format (e.g., the field
containing the address of a person is padded with Multiple analyzers may be used to solve a given analy-
blanks). The data can be analyzed in real-time or batch sis problem. In addition, we suspect that the most
mode. effective analyzer(s) will depend on the problem

domain. Some analyzers are built using expert knowl-

We have identified specific areas of concern for data edge by constructing rules that represent that knowl-
fusion, extraction, and transformation (e.g., eliminating edge. Others are trained using data collected over a
data errors, handling missing values, and fusing data period of time. This set of training data is called his-
from various sources). Some of the modules involve torical data. If an analyzer is built from historical data,

the use of well-understood algorithms; others will the historical data are analyzed to determine what
require innovative insights into complex issues. Mas- activities are to be considered banal or of interest

sively parallel computers and parallel algorithms may during analysis.
be necessary for handling these vast amounts of data.

Currently, we are considering three classes of analyzers
for use in our software toolkit: (1) classical machineAlthough we intend to handle both free text and struc-

tured data, STAR does not yet address issues such as learning techniques, (2) the purely statistical system,
and (3) expert systems. These classes are extremelynatural language interpretation or translation. We rec-

ognize that such processing is essential for many prob- different both in the way in which analyzers from the
lem domains; however, early versions of STAR will various classes are built and in their subsequent analy-
not implement this functionality. We consider natural sis capabilities. To get a more complete analysis, it is
language interpretation to be a substantial research probable that more than one method of analysis will be
project in its own right, active for a given problem domain. Note that although

statistical systems are normally considered part of

Feature Soloction machine learning techniques, we consider the purely
statistical system is different enough from other statis-

Feature selection is the science of determining which tical systems to justify separate consideration. Given
information provides the most help in finding a solu- an analysis problem in which the data belong to one of
tion to a particular problem, lt requires that information two classes, the purely statistical system can be trained

preparation, described in the previous section, has with examples of only one of the classes. This was
already transformed streams of unorganized data into initially developed for the application of intrusion
usable features. Prior to training an analyzer (described detection (i.e., detecting misusers of computer sys-
briefly in the following section), we believe it is highly tems) in which there are examples of only the normal
beneficial to evaluate which combinations of features data on which to train.
will be the most effective when used with that ana-

lyzer. 3 (The implication is that the best set of features Analysis
will depend on the analyzer for which the features are
to be used.) Note that information preparation and fea- To enter the analysis phase, one or more analyzers
ture selection do not necessarily occur sequentially, must have been built using the methodologies

That is, we may go back to information preparation and described above. Some applications might use only one
transform the data into new features that would neces- method of analysis. For example, a simple analysis

sitate performing feature selection again and so forth, scheme might use a single expert rulebase, lt is more



• likely, however, that a given application will employ particular the module-to-module interaction. The
multiple analysis methodologies to achieve better resolver will be based upon hierarchical multilevel sys-

, , results. These analyzers might conflict in their conclu- terns theory, knowledge-based expert system theory,
sions; this conflict will be handled by the resolution fuzzy set theory, decision tlw._ry, and utility theory. We
component discussed below. There are various output feel this to be an extremely difficult problem, as yet
options in the analysis phase; they include on-line anal- unsolved, which will require expertise from ali of the
ysis, a report that summarizes activities, or a visual dis- aforementioned areas.
play. When possible, this phase will also enable a user
to determine the basis for the analysis. That is, STAR The resolver will use an expert system to make deci-
will state which analysis methodologies were in use sions. Actually, there will be numerous expert systems,
and the findings of each of them. If a classification was one for each problem domaha. These systems will get
made, it will explain the basis (if possible) for the clas- their input from the algorithms currently being used by
sification. If an anomaly was detected, it will list the each of the various components of STAR. Where
expected value(s) vs. the unusual values that caused the appropriate, the resolver will query the user for expert
anomaly. If a rule was violated, it will state the rule. advice and may even take aclJon (such as removing a

node from the network). Our notion of a resolver is a

Effectiveness Assessment very loosely defined concept that promises many inter-
esting avenuesof research.

There have beensome attempts to analyze large

amounts of data in specific application areas.One such Conclusions
area is attempting to locate anomalous behavior by
users of computing systems in the hope of detecting Nonproliferation applications are likely to require data
misuse. However, there have been few attempts to from such diverse sources as nuc.lear materials trans-
establish criteria by which the effectiveness of these action databases, export control databases, journal arti-

techniques can be measured. Critics charge that the cles, and satellite images. Currendy, the automation of
rates of detection and failure-to-flag quoted by the the analysis and processing of such data is hindered by
developers of these systems are difficult to defend. The the enormous amount of special purpose effort that
STAR project will not only explore multiple analysis goes into each new data set and processing algorithm.
methodologies, but it will develop measures to objec- STAR can be used to minimize this effort by providing
tively evaluate them. We will do this by using the a toolkit that can be used across virtually any problem
results of our ongoing research in this area. domain. New data sets can be,,incorporated with mini-

mal effort and algorithms caz__ added, deleted, or
Analysts using STAR need to determine how the effec- modified without major re-design work.
tiveness of one analysis methodology compares with
that of another for a specific problem domain. In addi- References
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